Practical Solutions for Faculty: Higher-Order Learning
Course Content

This Magna Online Course is a curated collection of the best programs about critical thinking, intrinsic motivation, self-efficacy, metacognition, growth mindset, and lifelong learning. It can be completed in about 6.5 hours.

Building Confidence
- How Do I Release My Students' Natural Zest and Curiosity for Better Learning?
- Foster Creative and Critical Thinking Through Intrinsic Motivation
- Beyond Syllabus Policies: What Strategies Help Students Take Responsibility for Learning?
- Teaching Underprepared Students to Take Control of Their Learning by Developing Metacognitive Skills
- How Can I Help Students See that Sweat - Working Hard and Smart - Is Key to Their Success?

Developing Learning in Creative Ways
- How Can I Develop Opportunity-minded Learners?
- What is Gamification and How Can it Promote a Growth Mindset?
- How Can Disruptive Innovation Impact STEM Education?
- Facilitate Deep Learning and Student Engagement through Socratic Questioning
- How Can I Use Everyday Interactions to Instill a Growth Mindset in Students?

Establishing Habits for Lifelong Learning
- Preparing Students for Thoughtful, Ethical Decision Making
- How Can I Teach Soft Skills to Better Prepare Students for the Workplace?
- How Does Grit Team with a Growth Mindset to Cultivate Lifelong Learning?

Additionally, these individual programs can also be found in our on-demand streaming service, Magna Digital Library. For additional details on our Group Online Subscriptions, please contact sales@magnapubs.com or call 608-227-8183.